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The Art of Engineering – Made in Germany

viveroo is an international technology enterprise headquartered 
in Salzkotten, Germany. As a manufacturer of wall and furniture 
mounts for the Apple iPad, viveroo adapts  to fit your living or working 
environment perfectly. We are driven by dedication and passion, and 
our mission is to develop innovative products that fascinate and inspire 
people all over the world. 
We provide solutions to optimize iPad use in personal as well as 
commercial settings. In this brochure, you will find out more about our 
values and the wide range of applications for our products. 

Jonathan Ive (Apple Chief Design Officer)

“True simplicity is derived from so much 
more than just the absence of clutter and 
ornamentation. It‘s about bringing order 

to complexity.“



Highest Quality to Fit Any Budget

viveroo adheres to the highest of standards in quality. We make 
sophisticated and high-quality products by hand to ensure precision 
and accuracy. We source high-grade material from local providers 
to ensure our mechanics, fashioned after the quality of a fine Swiss 
watch, meet the standards you would expect from a German product.
For viveroo, sustainability means one thing above all: No plastics. 
Leave the disposable world behind withour products, which are made 

of 91% recyclable materials. Another important factor in sustainability 
is longevity. viveroo products are built to withstand the stresses of the 
modern world with high-quality, stylish, and future-proof design. 
viveroo products are always adapting to our clients’ needs. As we 
continue to develop new product, we keep you in mind, and work 
closely with every customer to develop custom solutions. No matter 
how you use your iPad, viveroo iPad mounts will be there.



Wall Mounting

viveroo products integrate the iPad into walls with 
style. Flush-surface or on wall installation: We have 
the perfect solution for every situation.  

free DarkSteel
aluminum



Smart Home Control

With the iPad, you control your smart home.  Viveroo 
solutions keep your iPad safe, charged and connected 
to the network. The iPad remains mobile and can be 
easily removed with just one hand. Viveroo is your 
modern and future-proof control center, in timeless 
and minimalist design.

free SuperSilver
aluminum

free flex SuperSilver
stainless steel



The iPad Mount for all iPad Generations

Viveroo iPad mounts fit all of our clients’ needs. Viveroo 
products offer portrait and landscape mounting options, 
and the ability to easily remove your iPad for instant 
mobility, and secure your iPad with an optional locking 
system.

www.viveroousa.com/free-ipad-mount

Cable Based Network Connection and PoE

If desired, the iPad can be connected to your network 
via an Ethernet adapter for a fast and reliable data 
connection. In addition, we offer installation kits for 
power supply via PoE.

free

free DarkSteel
aluminum



Simple and Timeless Design

With architectural-grade timeless design, the vivroo 
free seems to float in front of the wall  a slender 
aluminum design and open, asymmetrical form 
epitomize  minimalism and elegance. 

free SuperSilver
aluminum



Media Control

The iPad turns into a multi-function  control system 
when coupled with the viveroo holder and opens 
new possibilities in the conference room. Whether 
controlling state-of-the-art media technology or 
initiating a video teleconference call, the viveroo wall 
mount or table mount combined with the iPad create 
the ultimate synergy between form and function.

one DarkSteel
aluminum



Minimalist Design

The iPad and wall mount unite within a high-quality 
aluminum body that encloses the iPad precisely and 
holds it firmly against the wall. The thin frame preserves 
the all-screen design of the iPad Pro and complete 
display space is usable without restriction.

one

Safely Held and Protected

The iPad is securely held in the wall mount. Once 
plugged in, it is fixed and locked with a special screw 
cap. In addition, all ports and buttons of the iPad are 
hidden and protected.

Powered and Connected

Due to the continuous power supply, the iPad is 
always charged. For fast data transfer, the iPad can be 
connected to the network via cable. Thanks to a modern 
PoE connection, only one cable is needed to charge and 
provide network connectivity to the iPad.

www.viveroousa.com/one-ipad-mount

one SuperSilver
aluminum



Safe and Sturdy

The Viveroo One Kiosk is made from solid aluminum, 
a high-quality material, and is milled through a precise 
process ensuring the mount provides optimal protection 
for the use in public areas. The One Kiosk fully envelops 
the iPad and can be locked secure, while still being easily 
removed with a special key.

www.viveroousa.com/kiosk

Options to Fit Your Needs

Since every installation environment is different, Viveroo 
offers various solutions to integrate the iPad into a 
powerful Point of Sales tool. With simple installation 
and a wide variety of functions, the Viveroo One Kiosk is 
always the perfect choice.

one kiosk

one kiosk table and floor models with back scanner
SuperSilver aluminum

Technology and Design

The mount ensures a fully charged iPad with a constant 
power supply. The optional use of a PoE adapter offers a 
high-speed and reliable data connection. Our distinctive 
design shields all cables and connectors inside the 
One Kiosk The design of the mount fits perfectly in any 
environment, and keeps spaces from being cluttered.



Scanning Function

With the help of our custom back scanning device, 
the iPad’s camera can be used to scan codes. This 
upgrade seamlessly aids in visitor registration, and 
self-service systems in retail and hospitality.

one wall kiosk with back scanner
SuperSilver aluminum



One of a Kind

The only rotating iPad mount in the world.  With 
wall flush mount and furniture mount option, the 
innovative rotating mechanism makes it possible to 
alternate between vertical and horizontal formats. 
Every app can be used in its ideal format.

loop ClearWhite
glass



High Design Aspirations

Art of engineering - Made in Germany. Exquisite 
surfaces, made of high-quality materials such as glass 
and aluminum, unified in a pure, timeless design.

The interior is just as elegant as the exterior with 
engineered aluminum mechanisms, and intelligent 
design. Individual pieces are changed in just a few steps, 
adapting loop and square to future iPad generations. 

loop

Vertical or Horizontal:

loop’s highlight is its rotating feature: One finger turns 
it 90 degrees and thanks to the soft close function, 
the iPad slides into the perfect position. One of a kind 
worldwide, there is no other like it. 

www.viveroousa.com/loop-ipad-mount
loop DeepBlack
glass



square

www.viveroousa.com/square-ipad-mount

Flush iPad Integration

Harmonious lines make square an eyecatcher in walls 
and furniture. Horizontal or vertical, the square can be 
flush-mounted in nearly every surrounding. As with all 
viveroo products, the iPad can be removed from square 
at any time and can optionally be protected against theft 
with an optional locking system. 

Always Powered and Connected

The battery-saving fast charging function in conjunction 
with the LAN network connection guarantees maximum 
functional reliability. viveroo products guarantee that 
your iPad is always ready for use.

square DeepBlack
glass



Digital Room Signage

To book and manage conference rooms, the iPad in 
combination with a viveroo wall mount is the perfect 
interactive visualization of information. Thanks to 
integrated anti-theft options, the viveroo mount fits 
perfectly in commercial environments.

square SuperSilver
aluminum



On the office table, or mounted directly to a kitchen 
counter, viveroo mounts are perfectly integrated in 
any environment.

Table Stands

free flex SuperSilver
stainless steel



free flex Value that You Can Feel

Keeping your iPad fully mobile, the free flex with optional 
base is made of the finest materials and exude pure, timeless 
design. A perfect fit in every room. No special installation 
required. For those who appreciate quality design and 
intelligent technology.

New Perspectives in an Instant

Available in two versions: 
Available in two versions: mounted in place, or mobile with a 
high-quality base, available in light and dark aluminum.

www.viveroousa.com/free-flex-ipad-mount

The special swivel allows you to rotate the iPad 360 degrees 
and tilt it up to 180 degrees. In addition, you can switch between 
portrait and landscape format.

free flex DarkSteel
aluminumfree flex SuperSilver

aluminum



conversion kit

conversion kit
SuperSteel aluminum

Quick and Cost Effective

Use your existing wall box as the basis for installation. 
The power supply unit and cables are concealed inside 
the box. With only four screws, the Viveroo conversion 
kit mounts over the existing box. The iPad connects with 
the new kit’s cable to the existing PSU via a lightning or 
USB-C cable.

www.viveroousa.com/conversion

Safe and Secure

As with all Viveroo solutions, securing the iPad in the 
conversion kit is simple - the iPad is securely fastened 
by a closure cap. The aluminum cover seamlessly hides 
all screws and connections. 



Stay Connected

The iPad is connected at all times, and is ready to 
provide its full functionality. As with all of our viveroo 
products, the conversion kit seamlessly fits into any 
space, and allows you to convert your existing home 
control system to our modern solution.

conversion kit
SuperSilver aluminum
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